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My father
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 Whose passing, robbed me of my teacher

Introduction

This is my first tutorial using Newtek´s award winning 3D modeling program Lightwave and I have chosen Star Trek´s  
U.S.S.  Enterprise  NCC-1701,  for  my  first  design  subject  made  famous  in  the  classic  TV  series  created  by  Gene  
Roddenberry  with  Desilu  owned  by Lucille  Ball  before  been  bought  by Paramount/CBS and  reached  it  audience  on 
September 8 1966.

The Enterprise designed by Walter “Matt” Jefferies has since become a hugely popular design, and for over 40 years it has 
inspired 4 generation´s of dreamers and designers in many fields from the plastic model hobbyist to the newer field of CGI 
hobby modeling, surely a legendary design.
 
The Enterprise is one of the most popular CGI models to build and almost every modeler I know has built it or would like to  
have a go at building it. This tutorial started out for me as a personal record or diary of how I would build this model,  
adding images of what I have done as I go. So I could come back to it later and update my approach to rebuilding this.

As we work on the Enterprise, I will cover all the necessary aspect of building this model and I will be only using the  
standard Lightwave Tools you have when you first install Lightwave on your computer, I am using Lightwave 9.6

I hope this will give new modeler´s a good foundation course using off the shelf Lightwave Tools, and, at least one approach 
to building a particular model design. I will go through the process of building this model from the blueprints you can 
download via the web (check the links below) to the last modeled part, the texturing side of model building will come later  
when time allows, 

I will be breaking this tutorial into a number chapters, dealing with each part of the model, I will start with setting up the 
backdrop (blueprints) images, then moving into preparing Lightwave modeler, our work space.

 Star Trek is the property of Paramount/CBS no infringement is intended.

U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701

Model Specifications
length, overall: 3.3 m (11 ft)

Diameter, saucer: 152 cm (60 in)
length, engine pods: 185 cm (72.25 in)

length, Secondary hull: 135 cm (53.5 in)
height: 80 cm (32 in)

Weight: 90 kg (200 lb)

Fictional Specifications
length: 288 m (947 ft)

Diameter, saucer: 127 m (417 ft)
length, engine pods: 153 m (504 ft)
Diameter, engine pods: 18 m (60 ft)

length, Secondary hull: 103 m (340 ft)
Weight, gross: 172,368,000 kg (190,000 tons)

Smithsonian

http://www.nasm.si.edu/visit/concessions/shops/enterprise.cfm


Now I would like a moment to thank a few people who have been very helpful to me by their generosity and their 
encouragement, helping me too continue working on this project even when my enthusiasm had withered to its lowest  
ebb.

Jennifer DeSalle 
Dan Baran

Alain Rivard 
Greg Charest

Haveke: 
Pernik: 
Prologic:

Acidstorm: 
Auditor 

Also too the staff and members of the following sites:
Foundation3D

3dgladiators 

3drh

3dscifi
Press your cursor over the name and you will be directed to the sites above

Also a lot of appreciation has to go to the artist´s that took the time too research and created the blueprints. 
Select the best blueprints/images/schematics you can find for whatever model your going to build, these images should be 
orthographic and  high contrast  as  possible and  you should search  for  as  much reference  images as  possible,  the best 
blueprints or schematics for the U.S.S Enterprise can be found on-line, just follow the links below.

Charles Casimiro: 
I am using his blueprints in this tutorial you can use whatever one you think best

Alan Sinclair:
I am using parts of his blueprints as addition illustrated Guides not covered in Charles Casimiro´s blueprints in this tutorial 

David Shaw: 
For his extensive research into the 33 inch model of the Enterprise and the 11 foot model gave me invaluable information.

The USS Enterprise studio model images
These are sites that can help you to build the model and I even as I have finished the Enterprise, I find that I could have  
improved on it in a few areas, but this is something I have mentioned a few times in the tutorial, your never finished with a  
model.  

Modelermagic

Phil Broad´s Site 

I am going to show you what worked well for me in this tutorial, and to say, there is no one way to build a model, you could  
find as you increase your understanding of how Lightwave and its Tools work, a number of ways to build the model.

One of the key things you want to decided is how will your model be used, if your planning to used it only for long shots  
you can build a lower polygon model and use well made textures to depicted the hull details and you will get faster render  
times for your images and animations. 

Or if you model is for close up detailed work, your going to need to give it the model a heaver polygon model and good 
textures to increase the appearance of the model for those close up shots.

http://www.cloudster.com/Sets&Vehicles/STEnterprise/EnterpriseTop.htm
http://www.modelermagic.com/?p=8672
http://www.cygnus-x1.net/links/lcars/1701-33inch.php
http://www.angelfire.com/scifi2/wizardofflight/TOS1701.html
http://home.earthlink.net/~casimiro/blueprints.html
http://www.3dscifi.com/forums/forum.php
http://www.3drh.net/
http://www.3dgladiators.com/
http://www.foundation3d.com/index.php


We are lucky that this classic Enterprise is fairly low in hull detail and there are few Nurnie´s to worry about, so I will be  
building this to be seen close up in renders.

Next we will be dealing with setting up your Lightwave modeler for this model, if you are totally new too Lightwave and 
need to learn how to get set up the basic such as plug-ins or directory’s first check your user manual before proceeding or if  
in doubt check out Newtek Forum for any help you many need.  

Blueprints and Backdrops

This is to show you how you can get your blueprints and backdrop images ready for use in whatever modeling program you  
like to use and I am sure it the same in all of them. In this tutorial I am going to show you what I did, to prepare Charles  
Casimiro blueprint´s  for  use in this tutorial  and I  am using a free to try program called  Photofiltre,  it's  a lightweight 
alternative to Photo-shop or Gimp and it's what I like to use for preparing images, the program can be located here:

Use common sense when downloading software no matter where it's from always scan for virus.

Now download the blueprints from Charles Casimiro website

These images are the ones I am working with, you can of-course choose any other blueprints or schematics you think work  
better for you.

The blueprints remain the property of their respective owners

http://home.earthlink.net/~casimiro/blueprints.html
http://photofiltre.en.softonic.com/
http://forums.newtek.com/


I include this image above as it has a little more information that you will find very useful to have while your building the  
Enterprise as it shows that some areas are not as they would appear to be from just looking at the ship on the TV screen, you 
will find this image on Charles Casimiro´s website for a closer look. I have highlighted the areas I find of interest. 

But you should also take note that the hangar doors inner wall in the image, and the sensor dish and its housing and then 
between the Primary Hull and the Secondary hull notably as the dorsal pylon or interconnecting neck has a slight curve  
outward at the sides.

If you have decided to use photofiltre or to use another program you like, open it now and lets get started.

This is how Photofiltre looks, basic and easy to navigate, using the top tool bar and the side tool bar you can use all the  
controls.



To select the images go to file, then select open, search for the folder where you saved the blueprints, I will select all 5  
images.

This are the 5 loaded images, when they first load they will not bee arranged as you see above, I have them displayed as 
such for illustration reasons.



Here you can see the width and height, we need to alter and then crop them to the same scale or dimensions so they line-up 
in each view-port in Lightwave via the display options, but more on that a little later.

 1756: is the image length 
 781: is the image width
  424: is the image height

The arrangement above is how I and you need to have each image arranged in order to display in Lightwave modeler so the  
images will  line up for  you correctly,  you will  note I  have also altered the images to reflect  some area´s  of  interest,  
especially the Secondary hull and the Defector Housing.



Changing the color of some parts of the blueprints can also help to illustrate some sections of a blueprint is something I  
found very handy when you have to different sides of the model to work on, noticeably the warp engine groove and the  
sided view of the Primary Hull where you see the concave on the lower Primary Hull.   

To chance the color in Photofiltre use the selection tool indicated on the right-sided tool bar and create a rectangular shape 
around the area you need to adjust.

Select the color balance slide it over to the red, as I will be inverting the color of these images from a white background to a 
black background so this change in color will show up well against the black background. 



Now use the selection tool again and this time copy it, to do this you use your right mouse button and click anywhere on the  
screen and a new options window opens as you can see above.

Move the selection tool down and place it over the engine on the blueprint, right mouse click again as you did to copy the  
engine.



Now paste in the copied section, but do not validate it just yet.

Press/click the right mouse button over the indicated area and you will see paste options and alter the opacity to 80% or so  
where you will see the background image just starting to show through the altered engine and once you have it lined up (and  
take your time), then OK it.



Next select the primary side profile and copy it.

Move it down and place it over the forward section of the Primary Hull, right mouse button and select the paste options and  
alter the opacity to suit.



With the section tool I select the overall shape, note at the bottom the Width and Height settings, try to get the Lengths to tie 
into each other.

Right mouse button select and crop the image.



Then you have this,  you  should have the top of  the Warp Engine Navigation-light there and a little  space below the  
Secondary hull, it's not there due to the cutting effect of the lower umbilical´s into the Secondary hull, while there are no  
Navigation-lights on the studio model seen in the series, I am including them as they are on the blueprints.

You can see what I mean in this image where I have the lower Secondary hull perfectly circular so it helps to imagine the 
Secondary hull to be circular, I think it help to get the blueprints to line up a lot better. 

For the top / bottom views you use the selection tool and fit it the scale of the ship, front, back and sides, note that there is a  
bleeding or blurring effect in the lines at some parts and you need to cut in a little.



I will not be repeat this for the bottom / ventral view, you have the idea, you just need to repeat the editing of each image 
and crop them to size. 

Just a reminder for the Dorsal and Ventral views, or Top and Bottom for the non technical (like me), The both need to be 
rotated into this direction for later use in Lightwave, use the Rotate option found under Image in the top bar to adjust your 
images so they are arranged like this.

Crop the Front and Back Views or Stern and Aft, to the width and height as indicated, the 424 height will tie in with the Side 
image



You can see in the image above the selection tool line still active from the image above and if you note that I am cutting out  
a small dark square also a faint line above the Primary Hull line, that is what I call bleeding and in the case of the edges of  
the blueprint you need to cut to the scale I gave and that works best for me.

If you check out this image at the top most and bottom most area you will see where I have cropped it, do the same for the  
aft view, Take note I am giving a little space below the lower umbilical cut where I imagine the full curve of the Secondary  
hull.

Take your time here and measure these images as best you can, none the less this approach worked for me very well

 



There are only a few more things you can do, I used Alan Sinclair blueprints for additional information in the model that 
could prove handy for your build, the more information the better

This shows a few handy profiles, hints and other ideas for you to consider. 

You can find Alan´s blueprints on his website, the link is below.

Alan Sinclair Blueprints

The blueprints remain the property of their respective owners

http://www.angelfire.com/scifi2/wizardofflight/TOS1701.html


You can see in this image I have as much information in the side image as I can, the Hangar doors or the detail near the  
deflector dish or the device the holds the defector dish in place.

Other tutorials found on YouTube

U  sing photoshop to prepare blueprints  

Loading blueprints into Lightwave modele  r  

Setting up Lightwave

I am going to assume you have loaded Lightwave on to your PC and have installed all the plug-ins that come as standard 
with it and followed the installation instructions.

Open modeler and what you will see is either a single view or a quad work space, we want the quad view as that is my  
preferred modeler set up so press keyboard small case letter (d) to open your Display Options.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkWwpKgWC-A&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkWwpKgWC-A&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8cUNarv_nU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8cUNarv_nU


When you open the Display Options you see a new window open with 6 Interface Tabs going across the top, for this all you 
need to to stay in the first one, the Layout. With your mouse cursor move over to the Layout tab and press on it, that will 
show you a few layout options, select Quad-view if not already arranged that way.

Now I want to arrange the View-Ports as you see above. The Top left is our Top or Ventral view, the Top right will be our 
Bottom or Dorsal view, moving down to the lower left side will be our Front or Back views depending on what area of the 
model we are working on, and finally the lower right-side is for the Side or Profile of the design. 

  TopL V-P: (top),              TopR V-P:(bottom)

BottL V-P: (Front),              BottR V-P:(Right)



 This is the arrangement I like to use a lot. 

There is one other thing we need to-do, we are going to set up the scale for our model in the units section in the display  
options, you will see the option at the end of the top bar and set to English and Feet as you see in the image above.
                                                                            Select 1.  Units
                                                                            Select 2.  English
                                                                            Select 3.  Feet
                                                                            Select 4.  (up to you) but I selected “1”
                                                                            Select 5.  Grid Snap set to none.

That’s it for the set up.



The following Tools we will be using a lot in this tutorial, but the first up we use the box tool for building the outline Guide 
where Charles Casimiro´s Blueprints will be placed to help our Enterprise build.  

 
                                                                           1. Box tool in Primitives 
                                                                           2. Pen Tool in Polygons.  
                                                                           3. Spline Draw in Curves.  
                                                                           4. Extrude in Extend
                                                                           5. Lathe in Extend 
                                                                           6. Knife Tool in Subdivide 
                                                                           7. BandSaw Pro/ band saw in Subdivide. 
 

I will try to keep each chapters as short and yet as detailed as I can.  

As it my first such tutorial there may well be several errors, I will try to keep them to a minimum and fix over time as my  
free time allows. 
 
Remember there is no one way to build a model in Lightwave, as you progress as you will pick up more methods and tricks  
to use in your modeling. 

Additions setting up information.

On your bottom windows task-bar you should see Lightwave hub icon usually green like the image above.
Right click on it to open properties.

 
 

You can enter your preferred setting, these are mine.  

Lightwave save its objects in a temp folder (normally in your hidden folders check you folder settings) as you build the 
model and if your PC should crash, its handy to know where it is this hidden folder is located to retrieve the saved backup  
file (if your lucky).

As I am using windows 7, I found my folder via the route above, its could be hidden so you will need to change the folder  
options to show the hidden files and folders.  
 
Most of the Tools we will be using over the course of this tutorials are the standard Tools that come with all versions of 
Lightwave as far back as Lightwave 7.5 as far as I know. While I am building this in Lightwave 9.6 everything should still  
work as presented here. (I have never used LW 7.5 so I am speculating about this aspect). 



The Backdrops

The first step is to set up our Backdrop images or blueprints for modeler, it is handy when you know the dimensions of the 
object your building. But there are time´s when the scales are guess work and you have to play around with setting a little, a  
time consuming exercise at best of times especially if your images are not orthographic. Casimiro´s worked out very well 
for me in this nature. 

The Enterprise scale has been given before in the introduction part of this tutorial, I will give you the scale that worked for  
best for me, with minor errors it works fine, 

I will be using Feet for the model. 

The one section of the Enterprise model that is constant is the Primary Hulls Width at 417ft across, so I am using that to  
scale the backdrops, below are the scales that worked best for me.

                                     Image Model Scales                         (Image Scales) these refer to the blueprint images.
                                     width.  417´                                      (781)
                                     height. 226'4.6404"                          (424)
                                     Depth.  937'6.9918"                         (1756)

We are going to create a Box / Object that we will be using as a Guide or Frame for setting up the backdrop images within.
 

The Guide is handy way to set up any model blueprints if you have any, the more Orthographic they are the better, but that 
is not always the case and you have to use your own judgment on it. 

 (1) Create: click here first to access the box tool (among others). 
                                                (2) Box: look under primitives to locate the box tool.
                                                (3) Polygon Mode: you can use either polygon or Points mode to
                                                      create the box (or any-other of the primitives).
                                                (4) Numeric tool: useful for entering more specific data to create shapes. 
                                                (5) Layers: use the layers they are very handy option

Note: I will be using “V-P”, for view-port from time to time. top V-P or right V-P etc.
        also another term I will be using is RMB standing in for right mouse button 



Now create the Box in the Front V-P, place your mouse cursor around where you see number (1) and with the Right Mouse 
Button (RMB) pressed drag it down to the side, where you see number (2) the arrow is showing the direction of movement.

You will note that the bottom view in the top right view-port has been changed to a perspective view to aid illustration. 

Do not Make or Close the Box tool by pressing the either the Return (ret) key or the Space-bar, we need it active for now. 
The blue sections at the corners and sides of the box are for altering the size of the Guide. 

While the box is still highlighted in the right view-port pull the mouse cursor to the left with the RMB pressed, following 
the direction of movement seen above, you will see in the perspective V-P a box object been created. 



Now I want to add more sections to this box for later use, we could use the Cutting Tools or Multiplying Tools, but this is 
just as handy. Press letter (n) on your keyboard to open the numerical options for the box, you can see the Numeric Option 
on the bottom bar. You can also use the 4 directional arrows on your keyboard to brake up the box into this shape, try it. 

Now while the box still active enter the new scale setting into the appropriate fields 
Width.  417´--------------------(781)
 Height. 226'4.6404"-----------(424)

   Depth.  937'6.9918"-----------(1756)
Remember the setting are in  Feet as mentioned in the set up section, or you can enter the scale of the blueprint images 
which are possibly easier to do, also when you rescale the Guide this way, in some View-Ports with the Guide will be to 
large to see. 



Press the letter (a) on your keyboard to restore it.

We are not yet finished with this set up, we need to insure that its centered properly on the grid so press (F2) on your key 
board this will center it over the Grid Cross-Hairs.

Now is the time of truth for the backdrop Images, will they behave as expected. 

Open the Display Options to insert the 1st image, you can use keyboard letter (d) to open and choose backdrop from the  
options.  
 
First select the view-port (1) here the top view port and then (2) look for the top or dorsal image of the USS Enterprise you 
prepared for it



Load the first image into the Guide as its the top load the dorsal image into the Guide Box, its possible you will be unable to 
see it when first loaded due to the load default scale, press automatic size to fix.

In this image you can see the loaded dorsal image in the Top View port, these are the setting I used for the images as I work 

 1. View-port: choose view-port.
 2. Load image: load required image.

 3. Invert: I find it easier to have the image backdrops inverted to black.
 4. Pixel Blending: brings the images into better focus.

 5. Image Resolution: brings the images into better focus.
6. Automatic Size: as high as necessary.



This is what you should have with all the backdrop images added and arranged as you see above.

 In the following images I have turned the grid off so the images are a little clearer and less cluttered.  

Saving the backdrop images 

Now open your display options again and save all your backgrounds for later use. 

Start by Pressing (d) on your keyboard to open the Display Options window then go to area backdrop (1), then go to the 
next path in this case presets (2), when you click there you will see a new option save all backdrop (3). 



Type in your chosen name for the file so you can easily identify it. I called it 01 NCC-1701 Master. 
 

Now we need to save the Guide model.

First go to the Side Bar Tools (as described in The Set Up chapter) at the top most Tab or Button you will see FILE, I have 
highlighted it in the previous image in red) press it and when a new window opens scroll down to

“Save Object As

 This opens a new window and it should open in your Lightwave objects folder.

Again check your Lightwave manual or DVD for those of you who are new to Lightwave for how to set up your content  
directories properly.

I will be repeat this often as I can throughout the tutorial, Save, save and save your model often especially when your reach 
a point that you are happy with its development, if for whatever reason Lightwave decides to stop working and crashes, you 
could lose all the work you did. Not a good thing and can ruin your day. 



I created a new folder in Lightwave / Objects (this is where all your models are placed) and I gave it the same name as the 
background images, in this case 01 NCC-1701 Master. 

Easier for me to remember what model I am working on as I have built a number of practice models. You can of-course call 
the folder whatever you want.

Open the new folder and you will that its empty, when you name it in the file name field then Save it. You have (for new 
modelers) now just saved both your backdrop images and saved your model object, the obj being the Guide,  



But just to confirm, you can save object as again which will open the folder again and this time you will see your saved 
model in the folder.  
The next step in this tutorial is reloading the model and backdrops after closing and starting up Lightwave again, for older  
modelers not necessary to bother with that, but handy for those that are new to Lightwave modeling. Your not going to build 
this model in one day.

Reloading the Backdrops

You have just reopened Lightwave and now it time to show you how to load your Guide object and Backdrop images. You 
can do this in two ways by the loading option found under file (Ctrl + O) or check in the recent files option further down as  
shown above. I have the top right view-port set to perspective to illustrate only.



This is our save and reloaded  Guide object. If you cannot see the  Guide object,  Press (a) on your keyboard to bring the 
model/object into focus, 

But before I reload the Backdrop Con-Fig file, I will also restore the perspective view back to the bottom view, so we load 
all the backdrop images properly. 

Note: As I had the grid turned off in the last chapter and as we closed the modeler down without restoring it,  modeler 
reopens with the grids still off, Lightwave remembers the layout from the last session, a handy feature. 

Now that the top right view-port has been restored from its perspective view to the bottom view, its time to reload our saved 
backdrop images, press the small case letter (d) on your keyboard to open display options.



Follow the image above, press (1) Preset to open the option window and press Load Backdrop. It will or should open in the 
location where you saved the backdrop Con-Fig File. 

Load Master NCC-1701 or whatever name you gave it.



All the loaded backdrops will appear back in their proper locations, without the need to reloading each image.

See you in the following section where we are going to move the Guide to a new position, this will help us a lot later when 
using a few of the Tools, notable the lathe tool.

Moving the Guide

What we are doing is moving the Guide so that the center of Primary Hull (The Saucer) is resting over the cross-hairs in the 
Top View on the grid and the Secondary Hull will also rest over the cross-hairs in the front view.



For our first move, we are going to focus on the top view-post and image, this will make our modeling task easier

 First press the Box indicated in the image to open between Single and Quad Views.

When we built our  Guide we are added some line segments, We now want to move these, first the top horizontal line,  
forward so that it rest over the Bridge and the Saucer grid line. 

You will note that the Enterprise Saucer has grid around the saucer, we can use them to help with the Guide box, notably in 
this case the horizontal line going across the hull.



You can select the Points using your  Mouse Cursor and with the  left button pressed draw a circle around the Points  you 
want. This selects the Points and with them the Segment line, we need to move the Points up to where we want them to be, 
in this case cutting across the Saucer and Bridge.

In the image you can see I moved the Points (and the segment line) up to its new position covering the Bridge and the 
saucers grid. (its not going to be perfect but get as close as you can). 

(1). Move the Points forward. (2) Be sure your in point mode. (3) You should have 8 Points selected.  
 
Note: when moving the Points have the Ctrl key pressed as you move, it will restrict the movement and won´t allow the  
Points to move from side to side or wobble all over the place on you. If you make a mistake you can always undo it (Ctrl) Z 



Next is the horizontal line running through the center of the Guide, this time select the Front (forward view), for this I open 
a single view, select the point indicated (8) and you move the Points down to the new position, getting as close as you can  
again when making the move press (Ctrl) to restrain the movement of the point.

 Move the Guide into a rough position before you zoom in.

In the image above and on the backdrop image I highlighted some areas so it will be easier to position. 

Zoom in and out as needed to set up position.

Spend time getting used to these options, and don´t rush this process or you will pay for it later, check and check again.



Select the horizontal Points in the front view, then press Shift + a, on the keyboard to have the area fill the screen.

With no Points selected the complete (Guide) will be seen or just pressing (a) will do it. When you want to stop using the  
Point or the Object just click the Right Mouse Button anywhere in the top bar just above the view-port or press the space 
bar.

This is what we have now, this time we move the Guide to a new position to aid the building process, you will how this  
helps  later  as  we  build  the  Enterprise,  again  when  your  moving  the  Guide remember  to  press  Ctrl to  constrain  the 
movement, 



Return to the Top view, now move the Guide back toward the new line position on Lightwave Grid Cross-Hairs with the 
Ctrl key pressed to Constrain the Guide movement or preventing it move from one side to another.

To insure that all is OK, Zoom into the line position to see if its sitting on the Grid Cross-Hairs line, adjust the Guide as best  
you can to get as close as you can, closer the better. (the white line is the Guide, the black line is the grid line).



Now do the same for the front view, same drill as before, move the  (Guide) up so that the  Horizontal line cutting the 
Secondary hull is move up to the horizontal line of the cross-hairs or the Y-axis, again get as close as you can. 

The last few steps for this.

Same drill as before, you have move the Guide up to its new position, check the position of the new horizontal line see if its  
resting on the X-axis cross-hair line.



Using the Magnifying glass icon to zoom into one side of the model as I want to get it as close as I can so I can check if the  
segment line is on the grid line cross-hair.

This image shows that our backdrop images are now outside our Guide. So we will fix that now and re-save the adjusted 
backdrop File. 



Open the Display Options keyboard letter (d) and select backdrop. Top View port (TopL) and press (1) Automatic Size and 
our top backdrop image is restored to its new and right location. 

Now do the same for all the images, using the automatic size to restore all the blueprints back within the Guide for the next  
step of the model build, but first we need to re-save the backdrops.



Press (d) on your keyboard and it will open the Display Options and go to (1) backdrop then to to (2) presets when you click 
there you will see a new option (3) save all backdrop. 

Now here is the finishing part of the move, just save all the backdrop images as you did before

No harm repeating the saving method, this time I saved the backdrop and called it 02 NCC-1701 Master and save, giving 
me a new backup image if I ever need to rework it.



Time to save the model

 You can press the small case (s) on the keyboard 
or 

You can go through the Side Bar and look for File and scroll down and save object from there.

Remember the 3 Ss as you build this model, Save, save and save, often as possible and especially
once your happy with the model or before any major alteration to it. It was one of the first lessons I learned 

Please do not re-post this tutorial without my permission.

If you find my tutorial useful and would like to see more Lightwave Tutorials 
Please let me know via my blog and if you can why not donate to it.

I have provided a pay-pal donate button on my Blog. 

This re-work is copyright to Gerard Duffy aka Taranis 2012.
Please don´t alter or distribute this without first seeking permission. 

http://taraniscgi.wordpress.com/

